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Abstra t. Type and sort on i ts in semanti s are usually resolved by a pro ess
of reinterpretation, whi h introdu es an operator into the semanti representation.
We elaborate on the foundations of a re ent approa h to reinterpretation within a
framework for semanti underspe i ation. In this approa h, relaxed underspe i ed
semanti representations are inferred from the synta ti stru ture, leaving spa e
for subsequent addition of reinterpretation operators. Unfortunately, a stru tural
danger of overgeneration is inherent to the relaxation of underspe i ed semanti
representations. We identify the problem and distinguish stru tural properties that
avoid it. We furthermore develop te hniques for proving these properties and apply
them to prove the safety of relaxation in a prototypi al syntax/semanti s interfa e.
In doing so, we present some novel properties of tree des riptions in the onstraint
language over lambda stru tures (CLLS).
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1. Introdu tion

In natural language semanti s, sort or type on i ts as well as assumptions of the ontext a senten e is uttered in may ause meaning
shifts of words or expressions (Bierwis h, 1983; Dolling, 1994; Nunberg,
1995; Pustejovsky, 1995). An example is the following senten e.
(1) Peter began a book.
The problem in this senten e is that Peter an only begin an a tivity.
So in understanding it, we must ll in what, exa tly, Peter begins to do
with the book { for example, reading it, writing it, et . This meaning
shift leads to readings su h as (2) or (3), in whi h more material has
been added, as indi ated by the boxes. This pro ess of adding material
is alled reinterpretation.
(2) 9x:book(x) ^ begin(peter; read(peter, x ) ):
2000 Kluwer A ademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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(3) 9x:book(x) ^ begin(peter; write(peter, x ) )
Pustejovsky (1995) assumed that the reinterpretation operator is
determined by purely lexi al information. Sin e then it has been noti ed
that the information determining the reinterpretation pro ess omes a tually from a variety of sour e, in luding ontext and world knowledge.
This implies that the nal de ision on a spe i reinterpretation operator an only be made after semanti onstru tion. In an extension to
Pustejovsky's approa h, Las arides and Copestake (1998) use defaults
whi h an be overridden after semanti onstru tion to a ount for
this fa t. Egg (2000) noti ed that the a tual insertion of a reinterpretation operator an be modeled in an elegant, monotoni way within
a framework for semanti underspe i ation (van Deemter and Peters,
1996; Reyle, 1993; Bos, 1996; Pinkal, 1996; Egg et al., 1998). Instead of
deriving and then destru tively hanging a fully spe i semanti representation for a senten e, he hanges his semanti onstru tion pro ess to
produ e a relaxed des ription of the senten e meaning, whi h ontains
a \gap" at the reinterpretation site. A reinterpretation operator an
then be lled into the gap non-destru tively. Su h a des ription ould
look roughly as in (4).
(4) 9x:book(x) ^ begin(peter; : : : x : : : )
It is possible to derive su h relaxed des riptions ompositionally,
and reinterpretation indeed be omes a monotoni pro ess of making
des riptions more spe i . However, relaxation is in general a pro ess
that bears a danger of overgeneration. Roughly speaking, it is possible
that material already present in the des ription ould slip into the gap,
giving the relaxed des ription unintended readings.
This arti le is a formal investigation of the relaxation operation
in the framework of the Constraint Language for Lambda Stru tures
(CLLS) (Egg et al., 1998), where underspe i ed semanti representations are expressed by tree des riptions subsuming dominan e
onstraints. We de ne what it means for a relaxation to be safe (the
overgeneration problem is avoided) and open (arbitrary material an be
lled into the gap). Then we develop general te hniques for reasoning
about stru tural properties of tree des riptions in CLLS { most notably,
hains of fragments { and use these te hniques to prove that every
relaxed des ription produ ed by the syntax/semanti s interfa e of a
ertain toy grammar is open and safe. We believe that this result an
be lifted to more serious grammars while using the presented proof
te hniques.
Plan of the arti le. Se tion 2 introdu es tree des riptions in CLLS. In

Se tion 3, we dis uss Egg's underspe i ation approa h to reinterpre-
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tation and make the overgeneration problem on rete. In Se tion 4, we
formalize the notions of relaxation, safety, and openness. In Se tion 5,
we de ne fragments and hains of fragments and prove some useful
properties of these obje ts. Se tion 6 presents the prototypi al toy
grammar for deriving relaxed underspe i ed representations. Finally,
we prove that all relaxations that an be derived by this interfa e are
safe and open in Se tion 7.
Relaxing Underspe i ed Semanti Representations

2. Semanti Underspe i ation in CLLS

This se tion introdu es the Constraint Language for Lambda Stru tures (CLLS) as a formalism for semanti underspe i ation. Brie y,
the idea of underspe i ation is that be ause the number of readings of an ambiguous senten e may grows hyper-exponentially with
the number of ambiguities, it an make sense to derive only a single,
\underspe i ed" des ription of the meaning from the syntax and then
to work with this des ription instead of the readings for as long as
possible. Readings are enumerated only by need.
CLLS (Egg et al., 2000; Egg et al., 1998; Koller et al., 1998) an
be used for the underspe i ed des ription of -terms. Te hni ally, it is
a language of tree des riptions based on dominan e onstraints, whi h
are used in various appli ations throughout omputational linguisti s
(Mar us et al., 1983; Vijay-Shanker, 1992; Rambow et al., 1995; Gardent and Webber, 1998). Dominan e onstraints appear, to a varying
degree of expli ity, in many frameworks of s ope underspe i ation
(Reyle, 1993; Bos, 1996; Muskens, 1995), and their omputational aspe ts are rather well understood (Ba kofen et al., 1995; Vijay-Shanker
et al., 1995; Koller et al., 1998; Du hier and Niehren, 2000; Koller et al.,
2000). CLLS is interpreted over -stru tures, onservative extensions
of tree stru tures. Below, we will rst de ne -stru tures and then
two di erent ways of des ribing them: by ( onjun tive) logi formulas
and by onstraint graphs. Then we give a qui k overview about the
appli ation to s ope. Finally, we introdu e the rst-order language over
CLLS, whi h will turn out later to be useful for talking about CLLS
des riptions.
2.1. Lambda Stru tures
A -stru ture represents a -term uniquely, up to renaming of bound
variables. It is an ordinary rst-order tree stru ture extended with
a partial -binding fun tion. -stru tures an be drawn as tree-like
graphs, with dashed arrows representing -binding, as in Figure 1. The
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 u3

x: ar(x)

Figure 1. A -stru ture and the -term it represents.

tree stru tures we onsider are based on onstru tor trees ; that is, the
label of a node determines the number of its hildren. Constru tor
trees are basi ally ground terms over a given signature; for instan e, the
onstru tor tree underlying the -stru ture in Figure 1 is lam( arvar).
We assume a signature  = flam; ; var; ar; driver; : : : g of fun tion
symbols written as f; g. Every fun tion symbol f 2  has an arity
ar(f )  0. We let a; b range over onstants { fun tion symbols of arity
0. For des ribing -terms, we assume the following fun tion symbols to
belong to : a unary symbol lam for -abstra tion, the binary symbol
 for appli ation, and the onstant var for o urren es of -bound
variables.
We de ne an (unlabeled) tree in the standard way as a dire ted
graph (V; E ) where V is a nite set of nodes u, v and E  V  V a
nite set of edges e. The indegree of ea h node in V is at most 1; ea h
tree has exa tly one root, i.e. a node with indegree 0. We all a node
with outdegree 0 a leaf of the tree.
A ( nite) onstru tor tree over  is a triple (V; E; L) where (V; E )
is a tree, L : V !  a node labeling and L : E ! N an edge labeling,
su h that any node u 2 V has exa tly one outgoing edge with label k
for ea h 1  k  ar(L(u)), and no other outgoing edges. The symbol L
is overloaded to serve both as a node and an edge labeling; there will
be no danger of onfusion.
De nition 2.1. A (partial) -stru ture  is a quadruple (V,E,L,)
onsisting of a onstru tor tree (V; E; L) over  and a partial fun tion  : L 1 (var)
L 1 (lam) mapping o urren es of lambda bound
variables to their lambda binder.

We will freely identify the -stru ture (V; E; L; ) with a rstorder stru ture with domain V and the following relations: binding
(u) = v, dominan e  , and, for ea h fun tion symbol f 2 , labeling.
Dominan e and labeling are de ned for u; v; u1 ; : : : ; un 2 V by:
u v
i there is a path from u to v in (V; E );
u:f (u1 ; : : : ; un ) i L(u) = f and L(u; ui ) = i for 1  i  n = ar(f ):
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X :lam(Y ) ^ Y  Z ^
Z :var ^ (Z )=X ^
X 6=Z

Figure 2. A onstraint graph representing a overlap-free onstraint.

For illustration, we brie y return to the -stru ture for x: ar(x) in
Figure 1.
In this -stru ture, the relations u1 :(u2 ; u3 ), u0  u2 , and (u3 ) =
u0 hold, among others.
Note that not every var node in a partial -stru ture is ne essarily
mapped to anything by the binding fun tion. This deviates from the
standard de nition of (total) -stru tures, where all var nodes must be
bound, but is ne essary in order to maintain some intermediate results
in Se tion 4. However, the underspe i ed des riptions we will use will
generally enfor e that all relevant var nodes have binders. Note further
that trees and -stru tures an be de ned by spe ifying the set of nodes
as a \tree domain" { a set of words over the natural numbers. The two
de nitions are equivalent, but the graph de nition is more onvenient
for the purposes of this paper.
2.2. Des riptions in CLLS
CLLS is a language for des ribing -stru tures. For the purposes of
the present arti le, we on ne ourselves to the sublanguage of CLLS
providing dominan e, labeling, and -binding onstraints, but note in
passing that the full language also ontains parallelism and anaphora
onstraints; for details, see (Egg et al., 2000).
Figure 2 shows a des ription in CLLS, both as a graph and as a
logi al formula. A -stru ture M satis es this des ription i X denotes
a node in M that is labeled by lam and has a single hild, denoted by
Y ; this hild dominates (is an an estor of) another node, denoted by Z ,
whi h is labeled by var and -bound by the node referred to by X . For
instan e, the -stru ture in Figure 1 satis es all of these onstraints,
given that X denotes its root, Y its inner node, and Z its right leaf.
We assume an in nite set Vars of (node) variables whi h we will, generally, denote X; Y; Z; U; V; W . The syntax of the fragment of CLLS we
onsider is de ned in Figure 3. It provides onjun tions of atomi onstraints for labeling (X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn )), dominan e (X  Y ), lambda
binding ((X )=Y ), and inequality (X 6=Y ). We freely abbreviate on-
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' ::= X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn )
j X  Y
j (X )=Y
j X 6=Y
j ' ^ '0 :

(fjn 2 )

Figure 3. Syntax of a fragment of CLLS.

straints, su h as X  Y ^ Y  X by X =Y and X  Y ^ X 6= Y by
X + Y .
CLLS is interpreted over the lass of -stru tures, whi h provide
relations for the interpretations of all relation symbols, in the usual
Tarskian way (see Se tion 2.5 for more details). Note that the same
notation is used for relation symbols in onstraints and the orresponding relations in a -stru ture. They an generally be distinguished by
ontext, as relations are always applied to nodes u whereas relation
symbols are applied to variables X .
2.3. Constraint Graphs
For underspe i ed des riptions, we will only use overlap-free onstraints whi h ontain suÆ iently many inequalities for expressing that
any two labeled variables denote distin t nodes.
De nition 2.2. A onstraint ' is alled overlap-free i for any two
distin t labeling onstraints X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) and Y :g(Y1 ; : : : ; Ym )
o urring in ' it holds that X 6=Y is in ' as well (even if f = g).
For easier readability, we will usually draw overlap-free onstraints
as onstraint graphs : Figure 2 is an example of an overlap-free onstraint and its graph. The nodes of a onstraint graph stand for
variables of the onstraint, and the various types of edges stand for
labeling, dominan e, and binding onstraints. Furthermore, the onstraint graph represents an inequality onstraint for ea h pair of labeled
nodes; so it really stands for an overlap-free onstraint. Despite a superial (and intended) similarity, it is important to distinguish onstraint
graphs from -stru tures.
Constraint graphs ontain \rigid fragments", whi h are trees with
solid edges whose leaves may or may not be labeled. Be ause the represented onstraint is overlap-free, the variables orresponding to the
inner nodes of two fragments must never be mapped to the same node;
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Figure 4. Semanti representation of a s ope ambiguity.

that is, fragments may not overlap. However, an unlabeled leaf of one
fragment may still be mapped to the same node as the root of another.
Fragments will be de ned formally in Se tion 5.
2.4. S ope Underspe ifi ation
We now illustrate brie y how CLLS an be used to model a s ope
ambiguity, as in the following example.
(5) Every ma a boss attends a meeting.
In one reading of the senten e, all ma a bosses attend the same meeting, while in the other one, there is not ne essarily a single meeting
whi h all of the ma a bosses attend. Under this se ond reading it would
e.g. be possible that every ma a boss has his own meeting.
Its underspe i ed semanti representation is given in Figure 4. The
onstraint graph ontains three rigid fragments: The fragments at the
top represent the two quanti ers \every ma a boss" and \a meeting",
and the one at the bottom the verb semanti s. S ope ambiguities are
hara terized by involving two or more quanti ers whose relative s ope
is not xed. In Figure 4, this is a ounted for by imposing the onstraint
that both of the quanti er fragments must dominate the third one. As
there an be no upward bran hing in trees, this enfor es that one of the
quanti er fragments has to be above the other in ea h tree des ribed
by the graph, but the exa t ordering is left open.
However, this onstraint has not only the two obvious solutions; the
satisfying -stru tures ould be mu h larger, as long as they ontain
the material required in the onstraint. In other words, there might
be nodes in a solution of a onstraint ' whi h are not referred to by
any variable of '. Note that CLLS di ers from most other underspe i ation formalisms in this respe t (Alshawi and Crou h, 1992; Reyle,
1993; Bos, 1996), whi h is an essential prerequisite for underspe i ed
reinterpretation as onsidered in this paper.
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2.5. First-Order Formulas
CLLS onstraints are only onjun tions of atomi onstraints. However, it will be useful later to use arbitrary rst-order formulas 
over these atomi onstraints. Their fun tion is to fa ilitate reasoning
about underspe i ed semanti representations; they are not used as
underspe i ed semanti representations themselves, in order to save
unne essary omputational omplexity and also be ause our basi notions of safety and hains (e.g. Lemma 4.7 and thus Proposition 4.8)
depend on the fa t that CLLS does not support quanti ation over
nodes.
The set of (free) node variables of a rst-order formula  over
CLLS onstraints is denoted by Var (). A variable assignment into
a -stru ture (V; E; L; ) is a partial fun tion : Vars
V . We
write Dom( ) for the domain of . A solution of a formula  onsists of a -stru ture M and a variable assignment into M with
Var ()  Dom( ) under whi h  evaluates to true. We also say that
(M; ) satis es  and write M; j=  if (M; ) is a solution of .
We write  j= 0 and say that  entails 0 if every solution of 
interpreting all variables in Var (0 ) is a solution of 0 .
In identally, we will only use the propositional onne tives of rstorder logi , disjun tion and negation, but not quanti ation. Negation
allows to express disjointness between two nodes in a tree stru ture,
meaning that neither of them dominates the other, by the following
formula X ?Y :
X ?Y =def :X  Y ^ :Y  X
3. Underspe i ed Reinterpretation

We already saw an example of reinterpretation in the introdu tion,
namely (1). Expressed in -terms of higher-order logi s, whi h are
the basis of the semanti representation formalism introdu ed in the
previous hapter, the semanti s of (1) should look like (6) for instan e.
(6) a(book)(x:begin(peter; read(peter; x)))
However, traditional semanti onstru tion would rather derive something like (7).
(7) a(book)(x:begin(peter; x))
So, what reinterpretation has to do here, intuitively, is to ll in semanti
material that was not present on the surfa e (read(peter; ) in this
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Figure 5. Relaxed semanti representation of (1)

example) at the lo ation of the type on i t. We all this lo ation
the reinterpretation site, and the additional semanti material, the
reinterpretation operator.
We now des ribe Egg's approa h to modeling phenomena of this
type by exploiting the underspe i ation me hanisms introdu ed in
the previous se tion. Then we show that the general relaxation operation underlying this approa h may give rise to overgeneration, whi h
introdu es the problem that leads the way for the rest of this paper.
3.1. Underspe ified Reinterpretation
Re ently, Egg (2000) has proposed to des ribe senten es requiring reinterpretation in an underspe i ed way, thereby avoiding on i ts. His
main idea is to derive suÆ iently relaxed semanti representations in
whi h gaps, modeled by dominan e edges, are left open at all possible
reinterpretation sites. The a tual reinterpretation step simply is further
spe ialization, i.e instantiation of these relaxation gaps; the approa h
assumes that suitable reinterpretation operators an be determined by
some independent pro ess. For illustration, Egg's semanti onstru tion
applied to (1) derives a relaxed semanti representation that essentially
looks as in Figure 5. The reinterpretation site, where relaxation took
pla e, is highlighted in this gure by the dashed box.
By introdu ing a dominan e edge at the reinterpretation site, the
semanti representation is made less spe i . Figure 5 an be seen as a
des ription of (7) as well as (6), sin e the gap in (5) an be eliminated
by identifying the two nodes at its ends.
One advantage of Egg's approa h to reinterpretation is that it is
ompatible with an underspe i ed treatment e.g. of s ope in a straightforward way. Consider the following example whi h ontains a s ope
ambiguity in addition to a type on i t.
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Figure 6. Relaxed underspe i ed representation of Example (8).

(8) Every driver of a ma a boss is parked out ba k.
The (relaxed) semanti representation of (8) is presented in Figure 6.
In reading the onstraint graph in Figure 6, it is rst of all helpful
to identify its various fragments, most notably the ontributions of \a
ma a boss", \every driver", \of", and \be parked out ba k". The s ope
ambiguity between \a ma a boss" and \every driver" is modeled by requiring that both fragments must dominate the fragment orresponding
to \of", but leaving their relative position open. Reinterpretation has
to oer e \every driver of a ma a boss" into their vehi les. We an
do this by lling the appropriate reinterpretation operator into the
relaxation gap, i.e. the gap provided by the dominan e edge X  X l in
the des ription of the verb semanti s. An appropriate reinterpretation
operator linking the drivers to their ars is given in Figure 7.
3.2. A Problem?
There are four dominan e edges in the des ription in Figure 6. Three
of them, namely the ones onne ting \a ma a boss", \every driver",
\of", and \be parked out ba k", were introdu ed in order to provide
for a orre t modeling of s ope ambiguities, i.e. they allow to arrange
the semanti material that was introdu ed by semanti onstru tion in
di erent ways into trees. The fourth dominan e edge, between X and
X l , was introdu ed by relaxation to make spa e for the reinterpretation
operator. It is important that only reinterpretation operators that are
newly added to the des ription should appear inside the gap. In parti ular, we do not want solutions where material that was introdu ed
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Figure 7. The reinterpretation operator for Figure 6.

by semanti onstru tion appears in the relaxation gap as if there was
a s ope ambiguity.
This annot happen in Figure 6 { we say that this des ription is safe
{, but is this a general feature of relaxation? Unfortunately not, as the
abstra t examples in Figure 8 show. Here a relaxation of a onstraint
graph has a solution where material already present in the original
onstraint appears at the position of the gap. We all this kind of
solution unintended.
The problem is that des riptions may ontain material that is freely
oating around (like e.g. the fragments ontaining the node labeled with
f in Figure 8). In a solution, this material an be mapped to almost
any position where the spe i ation of the onstraint leaves a gap open.
So, it ould end up in a relaxation gap, whi h it should not. This is
the potential overgeneration problem of relaxation we mentioned in the
introdu tion: relaxations an have unintended solutions in addition to
those solutions we really want; that is, not all relaxations are safe.
There are several on eivable ways out of this problem. One would
be to expli itly ex lude unintended solutions by adding rst-order formulas during relaxation whi h state that the variables of the unrelaxed
onstraint must not be mapped into a region of a tree model that
lls a relaxation gap. This idea has the disadvantage that employing a
more expressive des ription language ( rst-order instead of onjun tive
onstraints) would in rease the omplexity of omputation involving
underspe i ed representations. Note, however, that a similar idea has
already been proposed in (Rambow et al., 1995).
Another idea might be that unintended solutions typi ally violate
type and sort restri tions, and they ould be ltered out by ex luding
ill-typed solutions. However, this will not always work; and more im-
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Figure 8. Unsafe onstraints and their relaxations.

portantly, as the previous dis ussion has shown, type and sort on i ts
do o ur in natural language and do not ne essarily lead to ex lusion,
but rather to a pro ess of reinterpretation repairing the on i t.
The solution proposed in this arti le relies on the observation that
those CLLS onstraints that a tually arise as underspe i ed semanti
representations have parti ular properties whi h ensure that their relaxation is safe anyway. That is, although in general relaxation may give
rise to unintended solutions, it never does when used for underspe i ed
reinterpretation.
4. Relaxation

Now that we have a de nition of our underspe i ation formalism and
an intuition of what \relaxation" is supposed to mean, we make this
notion formally pre ise. We will de ne the on epts of safe relaxation
and of open onstraints. These on epts are both onne ted to the
notion of an \intended solution", whi h we used informally in the
previous se tion. We will prove in Se tion 7 that the relaxations we
use in underspe i ed reinterpretation are all safe and open.
4.1. Constraint Relaxation
Intuitively, relaxation of a onstraint means to split a single node of
the orresponding onstraint graph in two, onne ting the two new
nodes with a dominan e edge. In apturing this idea formally, it turns
out that it is umbersome to de ne a general relaxation operation
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that works on every possible onstraint. Instead, we de ne what it
means for a onstraint to be the relaxation of another onstraint. In
Se tion 7, we then need to show that the \relaxed" onstraints that
the syntax/semanti s interfa e produ es are really relaxations of the
\unrelaxed" versions.
Relaxing Underspe i ed Semanti Representations

De nition 4.1 (Relaxation). Let '; '0 be onstraints and X a variable in '. '0 is alled a relaxation of ' at X with X l i '0 j= X  X l ,
Var ('0 ) = Var (') ℄ fX l g and

9X l ('0 ^ X l =X ) j=j ':

This de nition aptures the idea of a relaxation be ause it says that
there is some variability for what is in between X and X l in a solution
of '0 ; but assuming that they are equal, every solution of '0 must also
be a solution of '.
However, relaxations in this sense an misbehave in various pathologi al ways. We have seen in the previous se tion how an unsafe
relaxation an allow for material to disappear into the newly opened
gap. Another problem is that by the above de nition, ' is its own
relaxation { whi h is ertainly ounterintuitive. Below, we de ne two
properties of relaxations { safety and openness { whi h ex lude these
two types of problems.
4.2. Safety and Openness
As we have seen in the previous se tion, safety is the property whi h
ex ludes material spe i ed by a onstraint from being mapped into the
relaxation gap. We an de ne safety as follows:
De nition 4.2 (Safety). Let '0 be a relaxation of ' at X with X l .
'0 is a safe relaxation of ' at X i

^

'0 j= (Y  X _ Y
Y 2Var (')

? X _ X l Y ):

Another interesting property of a onstraint is to be open between
two variables: This means that the tree stru ture between the denotations of the two variables X and X l is not onstrained. Thus, one
an freely ll in arbitrary material at the relaxations site while still
satisfying the onstraint. In order to formalize this idea, we need the
notion of a proje tion.
De nition 4.3 (Proje tion). Let M = (V; E; L; ) be a -stru ture
with nodes u ul in V . Let Vuu be the set of nodes of M situated stri tly
l
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proje t
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.
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at u; ul

u

ul

Figure 9. Proje tion at u; ul .

between u and ul :

Vuu = fv 2 V j u v in M and not ul  v in Mg
l

We de ne the proje tion puu (M) of M at u; ul illustrated in Figure 9
by applying the following onse utive steps to M:
l

1. Remove all edges whose sour e is in Vuu .
l

2. Remove all -binding pairs that involve a node in Vuu .
3. Repla e the edge (r; u), if it exists, by (r; ul ).
l

4. Remove all nodes in Vuu .
Note that puu (M) is indeed a -stru ture sin e u ul . Given a variable assignment into M and variables X; X l with (X ) (X l )
we de ne its proje tion pX
X ( ) to be the variable assignment into
(X )
p (X ) (M) whi h maps, for all Y 2 Vars,
l

l

l

l

8
>< unde ned
X
pX ( )(Y ) =
>: ((YX)l )
l

if (Y ) 2 V ((XX )) nf (X )g
if (Y ) = (X )
otherwise
l


l
The proje tion pX
X (M; ) of a pair (M; ) satisfying (X ) (X ) is
)
X
the pair (p ((X
X ) (M); pX ( )).
l

l

l

De nition 4.4 (Openness). A onstraint ' is open between X and
X l i ' j= X  X l and for ea h pair (M; ) where assigns into M:
if pX
X (M; ) j= ' then M; j= ':
l
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Clearly, it is important for a relaxation to be open, but not all
relaxations are. X :a, for instan e, is its own relaxation at X with X l
and is not open between X and X l . There is however a ertain lass
of safe relaxations, whi h all are open, as expressed by the following
proposition.
Relaxing Underspe i ed Semanti Representations

Proposition 4.5 (Openness of Safety). Let ' be a safe relaxation
at X with X l su h that no onstraints in ' mention X and X l , ex ept
for X  X l and X l :f (: : : ). Then ' is open between X and X l .

Proof. Let (M; ) be a tuple onsisting of a -stru ture and a variable
assignment, and let pXX (M; ) be a solution of '. We have to show
that (M; ) also is a solution of '. Be ause ' is safe, we know that
and pXX ( ) oin ide on Var ('). By the de nition of proje tion all
atomi onstraints of ' ex ept for X  X l are satis ed by M in the
same way they are satis ed by pXX (M). And X  X l is of ourse also
satis ed by (M; ).
l

l

l

4.3. Intended solutions
An equivalent hara terization of safety and openness an be obtained
by spe ifying intended solutions of relaxed onstraints. The fa t that
su h an equivalent de nition exists reinfor es our on den e into the
notion of open and safe relaxations, even though it is not essential for
the remainder of this arti le.
De nition 4.6 (Intended Solutions). Let '0 be a relaxation of '
at X with X l . A pair (M; ) is alled an intended solution of '0 i
(X ) (X l ) and the proje tion pXX (M; ) is a solution of '.
l

Lemma 4.7. Let '0 be a safe relaxation of ' at X with X l . If (M; )
0
is a solution of '0 then its proje tion pX
X (M; ) solves ' as well.
l

Proof. Let M = (V; E; L; ) and M; j= '0 . Sin e Var ('0 ) = Var (') ℄
fX l g, safety yields that pXX ( ) is de ned for all variables in Vars('0 ).
l

Now we an verify that the proje tion satis es ea h atomi onstraint
in '0 . For instan e, let Y  Z be in '0 then (Z ) an be rea hed form
(Y ) via edges in M. Thus, pXX ( )(Z ) an be rea hed from pXX ( )(Y )
in p ((XX )) (M), i.e. pXX (M; ) j= Y  Z . The arguments for labeling and
-binding onstraints are similar.
l

l

l

l

Proposition 4.8. All solutions of a safe relaxation are intended.
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Figure 10. A hain of fragments.

Proof. Let '0 be a safe relaxation of ' at X with X l and (M; ) a
solution of '0 . By Lemma 4.7, the proje tion pXX (M; ) solves '0 as
well. Trivially, it also solves X = Xl and thus ' by the equivalen e
9X l ('0 ^ X l =X ) j=j ', i.e (M; ) is an intended solution.
l

Proposition 4.9. Every intended solution of an open relaxation is
indeed a solution.
Proof. Let '0 be an open relaxation of ' at X with X l . If (M; ) is
an intended solution of '0 then its proje tion pXX (M; ) solves ', and
thus 9X l (X =X l ^ '0 ). Sin e pXX ( ) maps X and Xl to the same value,
the proje tion pXX (M; ) also solves '0 . The openness of '0 yields that
(M; ) solves '0 as well.
l

l

l

5. Chains of Fragments

In this se tion, we introdu e hains of rigid fragments. Chains are prototypi al substru tures of underspe i ed semanti representations in
CLLS. It will turn out that these representations may be more omplex
than a single hain, but that they an be overed by several hains.
A hain is intuitively a onstru tion as in Figure 10, where rigid
fragments (drawn as triangles) are onne ted via dominan e onstraints
between unlabeled leaves of the upper fragments and the roots of the
lower fragments. By way of example, re onsider Figure 6 whi h ontains
a hain of length two, whose upper fragments are those orresponding
to a ma a boss and every driver and whose lower fragment orresponds
to the preposition.
Now we make the informal notions of fragments and hains, whi h
we have used in explanations of onstraint graphs all along, pre ise.
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Fragments in an overlap-free onstraint are sets of variables that are
onne ted by labeling onstraints.
De nition 5.1 (Conne ted Variables). Conne tedness in ' is the
smallest binary equivalen e relation over Var (') whi h ontains all
pairs (X; Y ) su h that X :f (: : : Y : : : ) in '.
Relaxing Underspe i ed Semanti Representations

De nition 5.2 (Fragments). Let ' be an overlap-free onstraint. A
fragment of ' is a subset F  Var (') of variables that are pairwise
onne ted in '. A variable X 2 F is alled a labeled leaf of a fragment
F if ' ontains X :a for some onstant a 2  and an unlabeled leaf if
no labeling onstraint X :f (: : : ) o urs in ' at all. A leaf of F is either
a labeled or an unlabeled leaf of F .

We are usually interested in maximal fragments, but will allow nonmaximal ones as well. In the onstraint graph, fragments look like parts
of trees. So intuitively, they should have a unique root, and their leaves
should be pairwise disjoint. This is indeed the ase:
Lemma 5.3 (Treeness of Fragments). Let ' be an overlap-free
onstraint, and let F be a fragment of '. Then F has the following
properties:
1. There is a unique variable Y
' j= Y  X for all X 2 F .

2 F (whi h we

all its root) su h that

2. For any two di erent leaves X; Y of F it holds ' j= X ? Y at F:

We omit the proof, whi h is straightforward.
De nition 5.4 (Chains). Let ' be an overlap-free onstraint, and let
F = (F1 ; : : : ; Fn) and G = (G1 ; : : : ; Gn 1 ) be sequen es of fragments
in '. We assume that no variable appears in two di erent fragments; so
these fragments annot overlap properly. For all i, let Xi ; Yi be di erent
unlabeled leaves of Fi , and let Zi be the root of Gi . Then the pair C =
(F ; G ) is alled a hain in ' of length n and with end points X1 and
Yn i for all 1  i  n 1:
' j= Yi  Zi ^ Xi+1  Zi

If a onstraint ontains a hain then it entails some very useful
relationships between its variables.

Proposition 5.5 (Relations in Chains). If C is a hain in a onstraint ' with end point X then all other variables Y of C satisfy:
' j= X ? Y

_ Y  X:
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Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the length n of the hain C . Let
fragments and variables of C be named as in De nition 5.4. The ase n =

1 follows from the treeness of upper fragments (Lemma 5.3). Assume

n  2 and let X = X1 w.l.o.g. Sin e Y1  Z1 ^ X2  Z1 2 ' it follows
that ' j= Y1  X2 _ X2  Y1 . Let U1 2 F1 and U2 2 F2 be the roots

of their fragments. As fragments of hains annot overlap properly, it
follows that ' j= Y1  U2 _ X2  U1 . For the rst ase, we onsider
' ^ Y1  U2 : If Y 2 F2 [ G1 then ' j= Y1  Y ^ X1 ?Y2 and we are
done. Otherwise, we an el out G1 and F2 and apply the indu tion
hypothesis. For the se ond ase, we onsider ' j= X2  U1 . Again, the
ase Y 2 F2 [ G1 are obvious. Otherwise, we an el out F1 and G1 .
The indu tion hypothesis yields ' j= X2 ? Y _ Y  X2 . Thus, ' j=
X ? Y _ Y  X .
Proposition 5.6 (Disjointness of End Points). If X; Y are the
end points of a hain in ', then ' j= X ?Y .
Proof. Proposition 5.5 applied twi e (on e for ea h end point) proves:
' j= (X ?Y _ Y  X ) ^ (Y ?X _ X  Y )

The disjointness of end points holds obviously in all ase ex ept for

' ^ Y  X ^ X  Y whi h is impossible as ' j= X 6=Y .
6. Semanti Constru tion

Now, we de ne a toy grammar and a syntax/semanti s interfa e that
produ es underspe i ed semanti representations in CLLS. The overage of the grammar is obviously limited. However, the stru ture of the
semanti representations derived by it are prototypi al for the kind of
stru tures one will see in representations of natural language semanti s.
As a matter of fa t, we have implemented an HPSG grammar with a
mu h wider overage whi h produ es the same type of onstraints. The
syntax/semanti s interfa e produ es onstraints that may be relaxed
at every variable whose label arries the semanti s of a verb. We will
prove in the next se tion that these relaxations are always open and
safe.
We leave it as a (nontrivial) open problem to generalize our results
further, to lasses of grammars and syntax/semanti s interfa es. The
main problem in doing so is to nd the right abstra t properties of the
syntax/semanti s interfa e whi h ensure safety of relaxations.
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(a1) S ! NP VP

(a2) NP ! Det N

(a3) N ! N

(a4) N ! N PP

(a5) PP! P NP

(a6) VP ! VP Adv

19

(a7) VP ! IV

(a8) VP ! TV NP

(a9) VP ! CV to VP
(a10)

! W if (W; ) 2 Lex

Figure 11. The grammar

6.1. The Grammar
The grammar fragment we onsider is displayed in Figure 11 (where
IV = intransitive verb; TV = transitive verb; CV = (subje t) ontrol verb). Lex is a relation between words W and lexi al ategories
2 fDet; N; IV; TV; CV; Advg whi h represents the lexi on. The overage
of this grammar is limited, but it should be a simple matter to extend
our results to a larger grammar that overs onstru tions like relative
lauses, sentential omplement verbs, and ditransitive verbs. Of ourse,
any serious NLP system would employ some uni ation grammar formalism, whi h would then also allow to take are of aspe ts su h as
agreement whi h we have ignored ompletely.
6.2. The Syntax/Semanti s Interfa e
The syntax/semanti s interfa e of the grammar asso iates with ea h
nonterminal node  of the parse tree a variable X and a sub onstraint
that talks about this variable. The ontributions of all these nodes
are then onjoined, and a suÆ ient number of inequality onstraints is
added to make the result overlap-free, i.e. to prevent identi ation of
labeled nodes in the solution.
The rules by whi h the sub onstraints are introdu ed are presented
in Figure 12. We take [ : 1 2 ℄ to mean that the node  in the syntax
tree is labeled with ategory , and its two daughter nodes  1 and  2 are
labeled with 1 and 2 , respe tively. The onstraint introdu ed by su h
a rule then imposes a CLLS onstraint on the variables X ; X 1 ; X 2
whi h are distinguished variables in the sub onstraints asso iated with
;  1, and  2 respe tively.
Some other
variables in the onstraints are mentioned expli itly as
s
ope
well, e.g. X in rule (b1). This is to make their spe i fun tions
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Figure 12. The syntax/semanti s interfa e

expli it and fa ilitate later referen e. The variable Xs ope introdu ed
by rule (b1) is intuitively the s ope of the quanti er represented by the
NP.
We exploit this to add appropriate -binding onstraints that annot
be spe i ed lo ally in Figure 12 without luttering up the notation.
Instead, we assume information about subje ts and obje ts of verbs,
whi h will be available in any more serious grammar formalism. For
the obje t variables introdu ed in the rules (b7) to (b9), suppose that
 is a VP node in the parse tree and  0 is the NP node that represents
the subje t; then we add the following -binding onstraint:
(Xarg1 ) = Xs ope
Similarly for rule (b5), if  0 is the NP node modi ed by the PP at 
then we add the following -binding onstraint:
(Xarg1 ) = Xrestr
0

0
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Figure 13. Every driver of a ma a boss is parked out ba k.

Finally, note how relaxation is ompiled into the syntax/semanti s
interfa e. Rules (b10) and (b10') are the semanti onstru tion rules
for the synta ti rules subsumed under (a10). For ategories other than
verbs, we an only apply the rule (b10), whi h just ontributes a variable with the appropriate label. For verbs, however, we have a hoi e
between appli ation of (b10) and (b10'); (b10') introdu es a dominan e
onstraint for potential reinterpretation. It is these relaxations that we
must prove open and safe. This hoi e an be made nondeterministially. In \real" semanti onstru tion, we will always apply (b10'), that
is, we produ e maximally relaxed onstraints; but we still need (b10)
so we an formulate the results in Se tion 7.
Before we ome to the proofs that this spe i type of reinterpretation has all the pleasant properties dis ussed above, we go through an
example to illustrate how semanti onstru tion operates.
To this end, we brie y return to Example (8), whose (relaxed) underspe i ed semanti representation we showed in Figure 6. Figure 13
relates the semanti representation to the parse tree our grammar
assigns to this senten e. The dotted arrows go from node  in the
parse tree to the orresponding node X in the semanti representation,
indi ating whi h part of the onstraint is the semanti ontribution of
node  . The dotted arrows are furthermore labeled with the rules of the
syntax/semanti s interfa e that were used. For the top most NP node
e.g., rule (b2) introdu es only a labeling onstraint. Its rst daughter
labeled with Det only adds the node label every (rule (b10)). Its se ond
daughter, labeled with N, then introdu es a bigger fragment, the root
of whi h is labeled by lam (rule (b4)).
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7. Corre tness of Underspe i ed Reinterpretation

In this se tion, we put all the pie es we have assembled throughout
the paper together. We identify a lass of onstraints with parti ular
stru tural properties that eÆ iently supports proving safety of a ertain
relaxation. This stru ture depends heavily on the notion of hains,
whi h we presented in Se tion 5.
To illustrate the use of overings, we apply them rst to two parti ular relaxed semanti representations, showing that these relaxations
are safe. Then we generalize these results to any output of the syntax/semanti s interfa e and demonstrate a strategy for proving that a
syntax/semanti s interfa e never produ es unsafe relaxations.
7.1. Covering Constraints
We start by de ning what it means for a onstraint to be overed.
De nition 7.1 (Covering). Let ' be an overlap-free onstraint, let
be a set ofSfragments in '. We all O a overing of ' for X; Y
i Var (') = fF jF 2 Og and for ea h fragment F 2 O one of the
following holds:

O

1. either Y dominates the root U of F , i.e. ' j= Y  U ,

2. or there is a hain C with fragments from O in luding F su h that
some end point Z of C dominates X , i.e. ' j= Z  X ,

3. or there is a hain C in ' with fragments of O then one of the end
points dominates X and the other one the root of F .

Now, we prove a property of overings, whi h make them a very
interesting and onvenient stru ture for our purposes.
Proposition 7.2 (Safety of Coverings). Let ' be an overlap-free
onstraint with overing O for X; Y . Then, for all Z 2 Var ('):
' j= Z  X _ Z ?X _ Y  Z:

2 Var (') belongs to a fragment F 2 O, su h
that one of the onditions of De nition 7.1 is satis ed. Let U be the
root of F .
1. ' j= Y  U and therefore holds Y  Z as well.
2. Z belongs to a hain C and an end point of C dominates X . So we
know from Proposition 5.5, that ' j= X ? Z _ Z  X:

Proof. Every variable Z
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Figure 14. Every VIP of a town expe ts to be on every guest list.

3. Z is dominated by one end point of a hain and X by the other.
From Proposition 5.6 we know that these two end point must be
disjoint and therefore X ?Z also holds.
We now illustrate by means of two examples, how overings an be
used to show the safety of a relaxation. We start with the example of the
previous se tion (Figure 13). To show that this onstraint is a tually
safe, we have to prove that every variable in the onstraint must either
dominate X , be disjoint from X , or be dominated by X l . To this end,
we have to nd a overing of the onstraint for X , X l , as de ned in
De nition 7.1. This will then give us the desired result by Proposition
7.2. Fragment V , ontaining only X l is easy { it is if ourse dominated
by itself. Fragments I , II , and III form a hain of length two and an
end point of this hain dominates X . This leaves only fragment IV
whi h an be seen as a hains of length one, and sin e X is a leaf of
this fragment, X is of ourse dominated by an end point.
Admittedly, the stru ture of this example is very simple: it is more or
less one hain with an extra fragment dangling from one of the outer
onne tion points. As an example for a more omplex stru ture the
grammar fragment we presented an handle ontrol verbs (rules (a9),
(b9)). Consider the following example:
(9) Every VIP of a town expe ts to be on every guest list.
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Figure 15. S hemati view of the Example.

We want to be able to reinterpret this senten e be ause only the names
of the VIPs will be on the guest lists. The (maximally relaxed) underspe i ed semanti representation derived by the syntax/semanti s
interfa e is shown in Figure 14. To portray the stru ture more learly,
we have given a s hemati representation in Figure 15. Note that there
are two relaxation gaps in this example. To show that the onstraint
is safe we have to prove that every variable in the onstraint must
either dominate X , be disjoint from X , or be dominated by X l and
that the same holds with respe t to Y and Y l . Again we will use
appropriate overings from whi h we an draw the desired on lusions
by Proposition 7.2.
For the relaxation gap between nodes X and X l , we will employ one
hain of length two, with upper fragments I; II and lower fragment IV .
Furthermore we need three hains of length one onsisting of fragment
III , V , and V II respe tively. Note that the one onsisting of fragment
V also does the overing for fragment V I . X l again dominates itself,
so that we do not have to worry about fragment V III .
7.2. Stru ture of the Constraints
The onstraints that the syntax/semanti s interfa e an generate are
of a spe i form, spe i ed by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3 (Stru ture of the Constraints). Let '0 be a onstraint that we have obtained from the syntax/semanti s interfa e by
applying the onstru tion rule (b10') for a ertain verb node  , and that
' is the onstraint that we obtain from the same senten e by applying
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Figure 16. Output of the syntax/semanti s interfa e: s hemati view

the same onstru tion rules everywhere, ex ept for the node  , where
we apply (b10). Then, there is a overing O of '0 for X , Xl .

For the most part, the proof is only a pre ise formulation of the
fa t that the stru ture of a generated onstraint generally looks as in
Figure 16. We will not go into most parts of this proof, but one of the
most interesting parts is the proof that the semanti ontribution of a
noun phrase is a hain whose length is the number of NP nodes in the
parse tree of that noun phrase.
Proposition 7.4. Let T be the parse tree from whi h we onstru ted
'0 . Furthermore, let t be a subtree of T whose root is labeled with NP, let
n be the number of NP nodes in t, and let 't be the onjun tion of the
onstraints orresponding to the nodes of t. Then there is a singleton
overing fCg of 't , where C is a hain of length n.
Proof. By indu tion over n.
n = 1: In this ase, t has the form NP(Det(W1 ) N(N(W2 ))), where W1
and W2 are words. As we an easily see from the rules (b2) and (b3),
the resulting onstraint 't is a single fragment and the laim is true

with C being a hain of length 1.
n 1 ! n: Let t0 be the largest proper subtree of t whose root is
labeled with NP and let 't be the ontribution of t0 . Note that t =
NP(Det(W0 )N(N(W1 ) PP(P(W2 ) t0 ))), where W1 and W2 are again words,
and t0 ontains n 1 NP nodes.
0
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By the indu tion hypothesis there is a singleton overing fC 0 g of 't ,
su h that C 0 = ((F10 ; : : : ; Fn0 1 ); (G01 ; : : : ; G0n 2 )).
A ording to the syntax/semanti s interfa e, we obtain 't from 't
by appli ations of the rules (b2), (b4), and (b5). These rules introdu e
two new fragments; let F0 be the fragment onsisting of the ontributions of rules (b2) and (b4), and let G0 be the fragment introdu ed by
rule (b5). Furthermore, rule (b5) extends fragment F10 to a fragment
F1 whi h ontains a new leaf, namely the s ope. Finally, there are
dominan e onstraints, demanding that the root of G0 be dominated
by the new leaf of fragment F1 as well as a leaf of fragment F0 .
This means that (F0 ; F1 ; F20 ; : : : ; Fn0 1 ) and (G0 ; G01 ; : : : ; G0n 2 ) form
a hain of length n in ' ontaining all variables of 't . Hen e, this hain
forms a singleton overing of 't .
0

0

7.3. Safe, Open Relaxation
Now, the proof that all relaxed onstraints derived by our syntax/semanti s interfa e are safe and open relaxations of their unrelaxed
ounterparts, be omes quite simple.
Assume that ' and '0 are as de ned in Theorem 7.3. First of all, '0
is really a relaxation of ' at X with Xl . The two onstraints are equal,
ex ept for the onstraints for the variables X and Xl . By adding an
equality onstraint for these two variables to '0 , we learly obtain a
onstraint whi h is equivalent to '.
Safety of the relaxation follows by Proposition 7.2 dire tly from the
fa t that '0 has a overing for X ; Xl . Openness of '0 between X ; Xl
follows from the fa t that '0 is safe at X with Xl by Proposition 4.5,
sin e we know that the only onstraints on erning X and Xl that the
syntax/semanti s interfa e adds are the dominan e onstraint between
X and Xl and a labeling onstraint for Xl .
8. Con lusion

Type and sort on i ts in semanti s have to be resolved by reinterpretation in the presen e of underspe i ation. This arti le investigates the
formal foundations of underspe i ed reinterpretation in the framework
CLLS. Its basi operation is the relaxation operation. It makes underspe i ed semanti representations even less spe i , thereby making the
introdu tion of additional material, su h as reinterpretation operators,
possible.
We identi ed a stru tural danger of overgeneration inherent to the
relaxation of underspe i ed semanti representations. We formalized
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two wellness properties of relaxation, whi h ensure that stru tural overgeneration annot arise: openness (arbitrary reinterpretation operators
an be lled into the relaxation site) and safety (only reinterpretation
operators an slip into relaxation gaps). We then introdu ed hains of
fragments in tree des riptions and applied these stru tures to prove
safety and openness for all CLLS relaxed des riptions produ ed by the
syntax/semanti s interfa e of a prototypi al toy grammar. This result
manifests our believe that while relaxation in general may ause problems, none of these problems o ur in its appli ation to underspe i ed
reinterpretation.
Relaxing Underspe i ed Semanti Representations
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